
Army Swatch Books or Standard Uniform Fabrics Books 
 

Evidently the Office of the Quartermaster General started to issue books that contained 

samples of uniform cloth near the start of the 20
th

 century.  Most were small books, typically 

between 5-1/4 and 6 inches high, and approximately 9-1/2 inches long, with a dark blue cover 

bearing gold embossed titles, and with a dark blue string down the spine to aid in the book’s 

removal from a bookshelf. 

The books contain 

cloth samples used to make 

army uniforms, with the 

samples divided into 

sections.  Cloth samples 

themselves were usually 

cut with pinking shears to 

prevent fraying and were 

held in a book with two 

screw posts.  A 1941 book 

is shown. 

Shown are three of 

the small Standard 

Uniform Fabrics books from 1941 (updated in 1943), 1948, and 1960, and a successor book 

made from a standard loose-leaf notebook that shows only officer uniforms and was apparently 

made about 1960.  The contents of these books will be covered in sequence. 

 

1941 Book 

 

 



Pasted to the inside the cover of the first book is a notice dated December 31, 1941, for 

book serial number 1945, outlining the general contents as three sections: Section I for officers 

and warrant officers, Section II for enlisted men (it would be 1942 before Congress authorized 

women for the WAAC and 1943 before the WACs), and Section III for “Other categories of War 

Department personnel.”  Paragraph 2 noted the book was incomplete for this last section – 

subsequent swatches would be sent when available. 

 
Opposite the cover is a tag board page (shown above) listing in order the swatch contents.  

This page is dated January 1, 1943, and has a pen and ink entry inserting khaki cotton mohair #5 

for neckties.  The last two entries are for OD shade 53 and khaki shade 5 mohair braid.  These 

two pieces of braid are stapled to the last page in Section I, and shown next.  Preceding this is a 

piece of russet cowhide used for “belts 

cap visors, shoes, boots etc.” 

Following the page with the two 

mohair braid samples is the index for 

Section II on enlisted clothing and dated 

January 1, 1943.  This is illustrated next.  

For those five material samples included 

in Section I, they are simply listed here 

and noted by an asterisk that the actual 

materials are previously included. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The third and last 

section (shown left) 

contains only two 

samples: dark blue 12-

1/2 oz. wool used for 

nurses’ uniforms.  The 

first swatch, dark blue 

shade 38, was for 

nurses’ coats, caps, 

capes, and overcoats.  

The other sample, 

medium blue shade 39, 

was for nurse skirts. 

 

 
 

 

1948 Book 

The most apparent change in the cover of this book is that rather than state it was from the 

War Department, it has “U. S. ARMY” on the front.  This book has serial number 848.  The page 

pasted to the inside cover states that the book contains samples for members of the army and for 



the air force, and references Army Regulation 600-35 and Air Force letter No. 35-4 dated 1 

September 1948.  AF Letter 35-4 basically stated air force personnel would continue to wear 

army uniforms but with gold colored USAF buttons and for enlisted personnel, also new 

chevrons, and US and winged propeller lapel insignia in a gold ring. 

 
 

 

Section I contains 

material samples for 

uniforms and is further 

subdivided into two 

parts since the tag 

board section header 

page could not list all 

of the cloth samples.   

The two section 

headers are shown to 

the left and on the next 

page. 

 



 
Among the samples behind the initial page of section I is a swatch of “Brown No. 11,” a 

brown and white seersucker used to make women’s medical uniforms designed to worn in field 

hospitals and washed under harsh conditions.  This page is shown below. 

 
 

Shown next is the index page for Section II of the 1948 swatch book. 



 
 

1960 Book 

 

 

The 1960 book 

was issued by the 

Quartermaster Rese-

arch & Engineering 

Command, Natick, 

MA.  Dated 1 July 

1960, it has no serial 

number and evidently 

was never issued.  

Folded inside is a 

tissue paper copy of a 

1
st
 indorsement to a 

disposition form (DF) 

addressed to the 

general equipment test 

activity, Fort Lee, 

Virginia.  The 1968 1
st
 Ind requested the organization develop “appropriate test techniques” as 

mentioned in the basic DF that is not present.  The inside of the book cover is shown above left. 



 

 
 

Above is the index page for Section I that lists the swatches for dress uniforms. 

Section II for service 

uniforms has part of the 

index on the reverse of the 

initial page.  For the first 

time the sequence is not 

determined by the number of 

the cloth shade.  Like the 

previous books, behind each 

section index page is a 

sample of each cloth, and 

each sample is labeled as 

shown to the left.  Cloth 

samples include the 

gold colored rayon 

lining used to make 

the Army Green bill 

caps. 

Section III for 

combat uniforms (the 

index is at the right), 

includes a sample for 

1.8 oz nylon used to 

make ponchos. 



Notebook Sample book 

 

A standard 1-1/2 inch green cloth covered 

notebook, with a silkscreened cover of approximately 9-

1/2 by 11-1/2 inches, is the last sample book discussed.  

The contents were samples of officer uniform cloths.  

There is no self-contained memo, directive, or content 

list, nor is any date mentioned.  In all cases the Army 

Green service cap is shown in sketches.  The uniforms 

covered included the long sleeved and short sleeved 

khaki shirts along with trousers and khaki shorts; 

Tropical Worsted uniforms, and others.  These indicate 

the approximate issue date of the book was about 1960. 

The layout of each section and the swatches is 

different from the smaller, older standard books.  On the 

left of the notebook is a sketch of the appropriate 

uniform and a list of the uses for the materials.  The 

right side contains cloth samples 11 inches high with the width varying so that all cloth samples 

in a section are visible.  Each individual cloth sample has a narrow paper strip, typed with the 

cloth’s name.  The various sections are shown. 

 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

Examples of other U.S. Army swatch book are sought. 


